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10 steps may seem like a lot, but the great thing about the K-beauty 
routine is it is all about customisation! It's not a strict regime about 

following ten steps every day, it's simply about knowing and 
understanding the purpose of each step + then pick and choosing what 

you need on that day for what you want to achieve. 
 

OIL CLEANSER

WATER BASED CLEANSER

EXFOLIATOR

TONER

Don't know where to start? Don't worry! Here is our cheat sheet with 
everything you need. Print it out if you need to, it's yours!  

Removes makeup, dirt, SPF and other impurities 

Removes any remaining residue 

Promotes cell turnover, unclog pores + get rid of dead skin 
cells, for better absorption of products. 

HOW TO: Massage onto dry skin, emulsify with lukewarm water (will 
go milky), then rinse off. 

HOW TO: Add water + lather, massage, then rinse off.

HOW TO: Massage gently onto face, 2-3 times a week

Re-balances skin pH after cleansing 

HOW TO: Pat + tap in or use a un-bleached cotton pad



TREATMENTS

EYE CREAM

SHEET MASKS

MOISTURISER

SUN PROTECTION

ESSENCE

 @glowmobeauty + glowmo.co.uk

Hydrates + helps skin repair + gives boost to later products 

HOW TO: Pat + tap in

Serums + Ampoules to target and treat specific concerns 

HOW TO: Pat + tap in 
Start with lightest + end with heaviest

Hydrates + nourishes the delicate eye area

HOW TO: Very, very gently tap. Only tap. No rubbing please. 

Major moisture booster + customisable nourishment
HOW TO: Leave on for advised time, pat in what's left over. 

Seal + lock in all the goodness. 

HOW TO: Pat + Tap. Replace with sleeping mask a couple times a 
week for that 'literal' beauty sleep. 

No. 1 product for anti-ageing + could save your skin from 
cancer. Essential for healthy skin + healthy life.

HOW TO: Always apply every morning. Just everywhere.  Do not 
forget. Your future self will thank you.

OWN YOUR SKIN

http://www.glowmo.co.uk/

